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The SU(3) dynamical evolution of three-level systems at two-photon resonance induced by two
strong linearly polarized monochromatic fields is studied exactly by means of the semiclassical
many-mode Floquet theory (MMFT) recently developed by the authors. Within the rotating-wave
approximation (RWA), Hioe and Eberly have recently shown that the eight-dimensional SU{3)
coherent vector S characterizing the time evolution of three-level systems can be factored into three
independent vectors of dimensions three, four, and one, at appropriate two-photon resonance condi-
tions. In practice, however, if the laser-atom interactions occur away from the two-photon reso-

nance, or if the R%"A is not valid, etc., this Gell-Mann —type SU(3) dynamical symmetry will be
broken. It is shown in this paper that instead of solving the time-dependent generalized Bloch equa-
tions, the SU(3) dynamical evolution of the coherent vector S as well as various symmetry-breaking
effects can be expediently studied by the use of the MMFT and expressed in terms of a few time-

independent quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Furthermore, we have extended the general-
ized Van Vleck (GVV) nearly degenerate perturbation theory to an analytica1 treatment of the two-

mode Floquet Hamiltonian. This reduces the infinite-dimensional time-independent Floquet Hamil-

tonian into a 3&(3 effective Hamiltonian, from which useful analytical properties of the SU(3)
coherent vector can be easily obtained. The combination of the MMFT and the GVV method thus

greatly facilitates the study of the dynamical evolution. Pictorial comparison of the exact and the
RWA results of the time evolution of the eight-dimensional coherent vector under several different

physical conditions is presented and discussed at length.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamical evolution of three-level systems in the
presence of two strong monochromatic fields has been the
subject of fundamental significance to a wealth of impor-
tant problems. Examples of current interests are two-
photon NMR on spin-1 systems, ' double-resonance spec-
troscopy of atoms and molecules, two-photon coher-
ence, '" population trapping, resonance Rarnan scatter-
ing, and many others.

It has long been known that for two-level systems the
description of magnetic and optical resonance phenomena
can be greatly simplified by the use of the Bloch spin or
pseudospin vector. ' However, extension of the vector
description to more complex systems has been achieved
only recently. Hioe and Eberly found that the dynamical
evolution of N() 3)-level systems can be expressed in
terms of the generalized rotation of an (N -1)-
dimensional real coherence vector whose property can be
analyzed by appealing to the SU(N) group symmetry. In
particular, the time evolution of three-level systems can be
described by a classical coherent vector of constant length
rotating in an eight-dimensional space. ' Unlike the
conventional two-photon vector model which can only
apply to limited cases, the SU(3) vector model is exact and
is thus free from any restriction. Earher Zur and Pines"
also proposed a formalism based upon the fictitious spin-

operators, also a set of the group SU(N) generators, to
describe the time evolution of spin systems with J & —,,

but they' did not exploit the geometric notion of the rotat-
ing coherence vector. Zur and Vega' in a recent paper
have studied, theoretically and experimentally, the de-
tailed dynamics of two-photon 0 NMR on a deuterated
malonic acid irradiated by pulsed double radiofrequency
(rf) fields in terms of fictitious spin- —, operators.

There are, in general, three types, i.e., cascade, "V,"and
lambda, of three-level systems which are most widely
studied. All these three types assume opposite parity for
adjacent levels, i.e., level 2 is of different parity from lev-

els 1 and 3 which are, in turn, of the same parity. In this
paper we shall consider only the cascade type of the
three-level system as an example, but the approach to be
developed in the following can be readily extended to oth-
er types. Most theoretical studies on these three-level sys-
tems in the presence of two nearly resonant radiation
fields have been confined to the so-called rotating-wave
approximation (RWA) that assumes one radiation field
drives only one electric-dipole allowed transition. %'bile it
is true that RWA serves a coarse approximation in many
circumstances, many nonlinear higher-order effects
caused by non-RWA terms can unveil important and in-
teresting subtleties of the dynamics of the system under
study. To explore the influence of non-RWA factors we
further distinguish two physically different cascade
three-levels, one with large disparity in allowed transition
frequencies, see Fig. 1(a), and the other with small dispari-

ty, see Fig. 1(b). With the assumption that one field
drives only one transition and within the rotating-wave
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FIG. 1. Two types of cascade three-level systems having non-

vanishing dipole matrix elements between levels 1 and 2, and 2
and 3. (a) Type I has large disparity between the two transition
frequencies, i.e., (E&—E~ ) ~&(E3—E2), and (b) type II has small

disparity between the two transition frequencies, i.e.,

(E2 —Eg)=(E3 E2), but (E2 —Eg)&(E3 E2).

approximation, Hioe and Eberly, in a series of papers, '

have shown that the three-level eight-dimensional
coherent vector can be further factored into three indepen-
dent vectors of dimensions three, four, and one, and ana-
lytic expressions of the coherent vector can be derived
under certain conditions. They have also investigated the
problem of the adiabatic following in the three-level sys-
tem explicitly. '

Much of recent multiphoton research is couched in
terms of semiclassical theory, particularly the Floquet
theoretical approaches. The Floquet formalism has pro-
vided practical and powerful nonperturbative methods for
studying multiphoton excitation, ' ionization, ' and disso-
ciation' processes. The conventional Floquet approaches,
however, require the Hamiltonians to be explicitly period-
ic in time and are therefore applicable only to problems
involving single monochromatic radiation field. In two
previous papers, ' ' a generalized many-mode Floquet
theory (MMFT) has been developed, making possible for
the first time exact reformulation of the time-dependent
problem of any X-level system (with finite X) exposed to
polychromatic fields as an equivalent time-independent
infinite-dimensional eigenvalue problem. In paper I, ' we
have presented the general formulation of the MMFT
which is an exact extension of Shirley's single-mode Flo-
quet theory. ' In paper II, ' we have fully explored the
detailed nonlinear response of two-level systems under the
influence of intense bichromatic fields, and we have de-
rived useful analytical expressions for multiphoton transi-
tion probabilities, resonance shifts and widths, etc. , using
Salwen's nearly degenerate perturbation theory.

In this paper we shall extend the many-mode Floquet
theory to the problem of the dynamical evolution of
three-level systems at two-photon resonance illuminated
by two strong, linearly polarized monochromatic radiation
fields. In addition to the numerically exact results, we
shall make use of the generalized Van Vleck (GVV) de-
generate perturbation theory ' to obtain the analytical
expressions for the wave function, to the first order in
Rabi frequencies, and for the quasienergies, to the third
order. The time evolution of the three-level coherence

vector is presented along with the time-dependent popula-
tion distributions over various levels. The study of the
SU(3) dynamical evolution as well as various symmetry-
breaking effects (due to the breakdown of the RWA, or
two-photon-off resonance conditions, etc.) is greatly facili-
tated by the use of the MMFT-GVV method. The two
types, i.e., Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), of the three-level system
aforementioned shall serve as examples to demonstrate the
utility of our approach and to illustrate the salient
features of three-level systems interacting simultaneously
with two strong fields.

In Sec. II we present a brief account of the many-mode
Floquet theory. The generalized Van Vleck degenerate
perturbation treatment of the (time-independent) many-
mode Floquet Hamiltonian is discussed in Sec. III. The
analytical properties of the SU(3) coherent vector is
analyzed in Sec. IV. Detailed pictorial comparison of the
exact and RWA results of the dynamical evolution of the
eight-dimensional coherent vector is presented and dis-
cussed in Sec. V. This is followed by a conclusion in Sec.
VI. Atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise
specj.fred.

d
i %1(t)=H(t) P(t),

dt
(la)

where

H(t)=H, + g V(t) . (lb)

Here Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the X-level
system with eigenenergies IE I and eigenfunctions If J,
1.e.,

Hpg~=E~Q~, a=1,2, . . . , S .

The interaction Hamiltonian V;(t) is given by

V;(t)= —p e; cos(co;t+8;), i =1,2

(2)

(3)

where p is the electric-dipole moment operator, and e;,
co;, and 0; specify the amplitude, frequency, and initial
phase, respectively, of the ith classical field. It has been
shown, - in papers I' and II, ' that the time-evolution
operator U(t;tp), defined in the basis of the unperturbed
wave functions IP~J of Eq. (2) and satisfying the initial
condition U(tp, tp)=I with tp the initial time and I an
Ã &X identity matrix, can be written as

U(t to)=F(t)[F(to)1t (4)

Here F(t) is a unitary operator and can be expanded in
terms of a double Fourier series, namely, in matrix form,

II. SEMICLASSICAL MANY-MQDE
FI,OQUET THEORY

The time evolution of an arbitrary N-level system in-
teracting with two linearly polarized monochromatic elec-
tromagnetic fields is governed, within the electric-dipole
approximation, by the time-dependent Schrodinger equa-
tion
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Fp (t) e—xp( —iA, t) g g (P,n), nz
I

A, , ) exp[i(n, co)+nztoz)t]
lf] = —QO +2= —Qo

with IA,~ ~ I and I(P,n~, nz
I

A. ~ ) J being the bichromatic quasienergy eigenvalues and the components of eigen-

vectors of the time-independent infinite-dimensional eigenvalue equation
N QO QQ

(P ni nz
I
HF

I y ki kz&&y ki kz
I ~, , ) =~, ,&P,ni, nz

I ~, , ) .
y=l ki ———Qo k2 ———Qo

Here greek letters a, 13,y, . . . denote the unperturbed X
levels defined in Eq. (2), roman letters k, m, n, , are
Fourier indices, and the two-mode Floquet Hamiltonian

HF is defined in the generalized Floquet-state basis

I I
a, m], mz)—:

I
a&II m] &s

I mz) ):

We remark, in particular, that the matrix elements I Fp J

of the unitary operator F(t) are independent of Fourier in-
dices m~ and mz appearing explicitly in Eq. (5) because
of the periodic relations, embodied in the structure of HF
defined in Eq. (7),

(P,n), nz I
HF

I y, k, ,kz)
n] k$ n2 —k2

=Hpr ' ' '+(ni~i+nz~z+p, &n k &n k, and

am&+k), 2+k2 ) ~+ 1 1+ 2 2,

with
2

Kp YEp'~py~n~o~nzo+ X Vpy{~n;1+~n, . —1)~,no

and

Vpr ————,(P
I
p, e;

I
y).e

where n =n2 if i=1, and n =nl if i=2.

(ga)

(gb)

(P n 1+k 1 nz+kz
I ~~, +k, +k )

=(P,n~, nz I A~ ~ ) . (10)

By employing Eq. (4) via (9), various versions of transi-
tion probabilities of the system going from an initial state

I
a) =f to an arbitrary final state I/3~ =Pp can be

computed easily. ' ' In the following we shall be espe-
cially interested in (i) the state-to-state time-dependent
transition probability

P~p(t;to)=
I Up (t;to)

I

(p kl kz
I
exp[ —iKF(t —to)]

I
a, o,o&

ml, m2 k(, k2

xexp[i(m&co&+mzcoz)tol(a m& mz
I

exp[iHF(t to) J I
P, k&, k—z &, (1 la)

/

where t and to are, respectively, the final and initial times,
and {ii) the long time-averaged, i.e., averaged over the ran-

dom initial times to and all possible elapsed time intervals

( t to ), transition proba—bility

I (p, k, ,kz
I X„, )(X„,

I
a, O, O) I'.

,k2 g, l), I2

(1 lb)

III. GENERALIZED VAN VLECK (GVV)
DEGENERATE PERTURBATION TREATMENT

OF TWO-MODE FLOQUET HAMILTONIAN

We shall consider only two types of three-level systems
shown in Figs. 1(a) and l(b). Furthermore we assume that
(1) detunings b ~

=—(Ez E~ ) —co& && (Ez E—
~ ) and b,z-:(E3 Ez ) coz « (E—3 —Ez ), and (2) Rabi frequencies

II = z &lip e I2& and &'= z &2lp & 13&, with i=1,2,
are small in magnitude compared with detunings 61 and

(Ez —Ei)—{E3—Ez) I. We a«thus
only interested in the resonant, or nearly resonant, two-
photon processes of cascade three-level systems in the

l

presence of two strong fields.
Under the two conditions assumed in the previous para-

graph, the diagonal elements ( I,m~, mz
I
Hz

I
I, m~, mz ),

(2,m, —l, mz IHF l2, m) —I,mz)) and (3,m, —1,
mz —1

I
HF

I
3,m, —l, mz —1), with m& and mz arbitrary

integers, of the multimode Floquet Hamiltonian HF form
a nearly degenerate trio. The perturbed eigenvalues and
eigenvectors with which the three nearly degenerate diago-
nal elements are associated can then be evaluated approxi-
mately and simultaneously by some sort of nearly degen-
erate perturbation method. Among the existing perturba-
tion approaches, we shall adopt a version developed firstly
by Van Vleck, generalized by Kirtman, ' further exploit-
ed by Certain and Hirschfelder, and recently used by
Aravind and Hirschfelder in two-level studies.

The general idea behind this technique, hereafter called
the generalized Van Vleck (GVV) theory, is to block diag-
onalize the time-independent Hamiltonian [such as H~ in
Eq. (7)], so that the coupling between the model space and
the remainder of the configuration space (called the exter
nal space) diminishes to a desired order. The perturbed
eigenvalues and eigenvectors corresponding to the set of
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nearly degenerate states chosen can thus be solved approx-
imately by considering the model-space Hamiltonian as an
effective total Hamiltonian of the system. In the follow-
ing we shall illustrate the GVV approach in the two-
photon processes of three-level systems depicted in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b); many salient features of the GVV technique
shall then become clear.

We shall concentrate on three nearly degenerate states
II,O,O&, I2, —1,0&, and I3,—1, —1& in the derivations
below; periodicities (9) and (10) will generate all necessary
results. At first we propose that the perturbed model-
space wave functions be written as

14(00& =
I
(t'lm&+

I dim&+ 14'im&+

142, —1,0& 14'2, —1,0&+ 142, —1,0&+ 142, —1,0&+

(12a)

and

with

I A, —1,—1& 14'3, —1, —1&+1(t3,—1, —I&

+143', -'i, -l&+ "
~

1(t'Pm& =
I

1 o o& 142, —1,0&
I

2 1 0&

(12c)

Correspondingly, the external wave functions, which span
the external space, are expressed as

Ix, &= Ix,"'&+ Ix,'"&+ Ix,"'&+

where
I X& '&'s are unperturbed Floquet states other than

I
1,0,0&, I2, —1,0&, and

I
3, —1, —1&. According to the

I

GVV theory, in first order, every
I P~ & will be orthogonal

to each
I p &, where (u, m 1,m 2 ) can be (1,0,0),

(2,—1,0), or (3,—1, —1), provided that

(14a)

for all p and (a,ml, m2), or

a mi, m2

(14b)

If we further require that the perturbed set I I Pa & I

be orthonormal, the first-order perturbation function can
be written as

I 4am)m & =+ amlm HF1
I 4am 1m2 &

where the resolvant operator is defined as

~ (0) g I~(0)&(E(0) ~(0)) i(~(o)
Iam &m

P

(15)

b ~':——,'(aIp—.e; IP)e ', i =1,2 (17)

the first-order model-space perturbation functions can be
written explicitly as

and the perturbation Hamiltonian Hz, is the off-diagonal

part of the multimode Floquet Hamiltonian Hz of Eq.
(7), i.e., HF(=HF HF0 wit—h HF0 the diagonal part of
HF and having diagonal elements E =—E +m1co1(0)

am&m2

+m2~2. Similarly we can also carry out higher-order
corrections by imposing the same full orthonormal condi-
tions, but to a higher degree. In our case here we shall be
content with the first-order perturbation. By introducing
the notations

and

I2,o, —1&,

(b(12) )e (b(12) )e
1 1 & + (o) (o) I

1 2 0 & + (()) (o)E2 —10 El —20 E2, —1,0 E1,—1, —1

g (23)
1

(b(23) )e
1

I
3 —1 ' & + (o) (o) I

300 & + (o) (o)E2, —1,0 E300 E2, —1,0 E3,—2,0

(1)
I 6,—l, o& =

(0) (0)
2, —1,0 1,—1, 1

b (23)
2

I
1, —1,—1&

I3, —2,o&,+ (0) (0)E2, —1,0 E3,—1, 1

g (12)
g

(12) (b(12) )e
(1) 1 2

14100& (o) (o) I
2~0~1&+ (()) (()) I

2iiio&+ (()) (())E100—E201 E 100 E211 E100 E2,0, —1

(12)

(18a)

(18b)

b (23)
1

E(o)
3, —1, —1 2,0, —1

(b(23) )e
+ (o) (o)E3,—1, —1 E2, —2, —1

(b(23) )e
1&+ (o)E3 1 1

—E2
I2, —1, —2&.

(18c)

One important feature of the GVV approach is that if the wave functions, e.g. , Eqs. (12) and (13), are exact to the nth
order, the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix on the model space can be computed to the (2n + 1)th order. To the first
order, the model-space Hamiltonian matrix can this be expressed analytically as

a,=a (,"+a (,"+II(,"+a,(", (19)

where

(0) (0)( H 3 )(1,0,0),(1,0,0) E 100 r

(0) (0)
3 )(2, —1,0),(2, —1,0) E2, —1,0

i ~ (0)& E(0)i —3 i(3, —1,—1),(3, —1, —1) 3, —1, —1

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)
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(12)(H 3 )(1,0,0),(2, —1,0) (H 3 )(2, —1,0),{1,0,0)

(1) (1) 4 (23)(H 3 )(2, —1,0), (3, —I, —I) (H 3 )(3,—I, —1),(2, —1,0) b2

—3 (1,0,0),(1,0,0) (p) (p) (0) E(p) E(0) E(p)
(~~ (2),

100 201 100 210 100 2,0, —1

(0) (0) + E(o) (0) + (0) E (0)
+2, —10 +1,—11 2, —10 ~1,—20 ~2, —10 1,—1,—1

(
b (23)

)

2
)
b (23)

)

2
(
b (23)

)

2

+ (0) (0) + (0) (0) + (0) (0)
+2, —1,0 +3,—1, 1 E2, —1,0 +300 E2, —1,0 +3,—2,0

~

b(23)
)

2
~

b(23)
~

2
~

b(23)
~

2

(0) (0) E (0) (0) E(0) E(0)
1 1 +

+3,—1,—1 E2,0, —1 3, —1, —1 2, —2, —1 3, —1,—1 2, —1,—2

( H 3 )(1,0,0), (3, —I, —I ) ( 3 )(3,—I, —1),(1,0,0)

g (23)g (12) $ (12)b (23)
1 1 2 2

(OI (0) + (0) (0)
' E3,—'1, —1 @2,0, —1 E100 E2,0, —1

(~ 3 )(1,0,0)(2, —1,0) ( —3 (2, —1,0), (1,0,0)
(3) ~H (3))+

(b(12) ieb(]2)b(]2) (b (12) )eb (23)b (23 )

2 ~ 2 2 2 1

(0) (0) (0) (0) + (0) (0) (0) (0)
(E]00 E201 )(E2,—1,0 E I, —1, 1 ) (E]00 E201 )(E2,—1,0 E3,—1, 1 )

(b(12) )v b(23)b(23) b(12)b(23)(b(23) )e
1 1 2 1 2

+ (0) (0) (0) (0) + (0) (0) (0) (0)
(E]00 Ez]0)(E2,—1,0 E300) (E]00 E2,0, —1)(E2,—1,0 E300

b (12)(b {12))eb (12) (b (12) )+b (23)b (23)
2 2 1 2 1 2

+ (0) (0) (0) (0) + (0) (0) (0) (0)
(Eloo E2 0, —I )(E2,—1,0 El, —],—I ) (E]00 E201 )(E2, —1,0 E300)

(21a)

(21b)

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

(22d)

and

(12) (23) (23) g
1 bz b] (bz ) (I) (I) (I) (I)

E(0) E(0) E(0) . (0) 2 I (0]00 I 0]00&+&( 2,—1,0 ~ 02, —1,0&
2, 0, —I 3, —I, —I E2,0, —I

(23a)

(3) (3) +
(» —1,0).(3 —I, —]) (H 3 )(3,—I, —l), (2, —l, o)

b (]2)b (12)(b (23) )e
1 2 1

b(23)(b(23) )eb(23)
1 1

(0) (0) (0) (0) + (0) (0) (0)
2, —1,0 I, —20)( 3, —I, —I E2, —2, —I) (Ez, —1,0 E3,—2())(E3,—I, —] Ez —2 ])

b (12)
( b (23 ) )e b (]2)

1 1
b(12)(b(23) )mb{12)

2 2 2

(0) (0) (0) + (0) +{0)
I, —I, —I )( 3, —I, —I E2, —2, —I ) (E2,—],0 ],—I, —] )(E3,—I, —I Ez ] 2)

(b(23) )eb(23)b(23)
1 2 b (12)b (23)(b (12) )e2 1

(0) (0) (0} (0) + (0) (0} (0) (p)
2, —1,0 300)( 3, —I, —I E2,0, —I ) (E2, —],0 El, —I ] )(E3 I I

—Ez () I )

(b (12) )eb (]2)b (23)
1 2 1

(0) (0} (p) (p)(Eloo —Ez o —I )(E3 —] —I
—Ez o I )

(23b)

RIld

(

b(12)
[

2
I

b(12)
~

2
(

b(12)
~

2

(E(o) E(0) )2
+ (E(0) E(0) )2

+ (E(0) E(0) )2100 201 100 210 100 2,0, —1

(

b(12)
~

2
~

b(12)
~

2
)

b(12)
~

2

( 42, —1,0 I 42, —1,0 (E{0) E(0) )2 (E{0) E{0) )2 (E{0) E(0) )2
2, —1,0 1, —1, 1 2, —1,0 1,—2,0 2, —1,0 1,—1,—1

)b'"))2 )b'"))'
(0) (0) 2 (0) 0 2 (0) {0) 2(Ez I o —E3 ] ]) (Ez, —] o —E3oo) (Ez 10—E3 zo)

(24)

(2S)
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I

b(23)
I

2
I

b(23)
I

2
I

b(23)
I

2

03, —1,—1 I 03, —1, —1 (E(()) E(p) )2 (E(p) E(p) )2 (@(0) E(p)
3, —1, —1,2,0, —1 3, —1, —1 2, —2, —1 3, —1, —1 2, —1, —2

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 3&&3 effective Floquet Hamiltonian H3 are the approximate eigenfunctions,
accurate to the first order, and approximate eigenvalues, accurate to the third order, corresponding to unperturbed states

I
100),

I
2, —1,0), and

I
3, —1,—1), of the Floquet Hamiltonian H~ of Eq. (7), i.e.,

and

I ~100& —
I 0'100& &(t'100

I ~100&+ I 42, —1,0& &(t'2, —),o I
~)00&+ I 43, —1, —1& &43, —1, —1 I

~)00&

I 4, —1,o & =
I 4')00 & & (t'100

I 4, 1,o & +
I

(t'2, —(,0 & & 42, —1,o I ~z, —1,o & +
I

(t'3, —1, —1 & & (t'3, —1, —1 I ~z, —1 o & ~

(27a)

(27b)

I ~3, —1,—1 & =
I

(I) 100 & & 4100 I ~3, —1, —1 & +
I 6,—1 0 & & 4'2, —1 o I 4, —1, —1 & +

I (b3, —1, —1 & & A, —1, —) I 4, —1,—1 & ~

where A, 's and
I

A, )'s satisfy the eigenvalue equation

H, Ix)=six) .

(27c)

(2g)

For a 3 X 3 Hermitian matrix H 3 H3, an——alytic expressions for its real eigenvalues I, s and components of corresponding
eigenvectors &(t)100

I
A, ), &pz (p I

A, ), and &$3 1 1 I
A, ) can be obtained easily. We remark that once approximate re-

sults of IA)00, I A(00) J, tkz 10, I
Az (p) I, and tA3 1 1, I

A3 1 1) I are carried out, all other eigenvalues Ark, k and

eigenstates
I Ark k, ) of HF can also be obtained, from the periodic structure of H~, to the same order of accuracy

Equation (5) can thus be approximated as

+1.(t)=l:&0(ml ~, ,&+cl,z(t)&02, —1,01~ ))exp( (29a)

F az( )t= l &02, )o I
-~.~, , & exp( —t~)t)+C2. , 1(t)&(t'100

I
~. ,~, & +c2., 3(t) &(t'3, 1, 1 I ~~m, , & 1 exp( —t~.~, ,t),

(29b)

+3.(t)=(&A, 1, ) l~~, ~, &expt —t(~1+~2»l+C3~2(t)&02, 1,ol~~~, ~, &lexp( —t~. . .t» (29c)

where

g (12)
2 —l (Cgi —CO2)f

(1,0,0) if a=1
(a, m), mz) (2, —1,0) if a=2

(3, —1,—1) if a=3,

I

and

g (23) g (23)
1

(o) (o)
E2, -1 0 —E3, -1,1

(b(23) )e

(0) (0)E2, —1,0 E3,—2,0

—2l co)f
e

—i (co) —a)2)t

(0) (0)E2 1 p
—E3QQ

—l (Q7) +@02)t
e

1

(o) (o)E3,—1, —1 E2,0, —1

(b(23) )e

E(0) z( (o3
3, —1, —1 E2, —2, —1

g (23)
2

—i (2'&+co2)t
e

—i(~, +2~, 3~

(0) E(0)
3, —1, —1 —2, —1, —2

(0) (0)
E2, —1,0 E1,—1, 1

(b1 )
(12) e

.+ (p) (p) e
E2, —1,0 E1,—2,0

(b(12) )e
+ (o) (o)

E2, —1,0 E1,—1, —1

&(12) (12)
E co2t 4'1 lAP)t

Cz~ 1(t =
(o) (o) e + (o) (o) e

E 100 E201 E 100 E210

(b(12) )e
+ (0) (0) e

E 100 —E2 0

b (23)

I
1I'z((t)) =R(t) l)II(t)), (30)

where the unitary transformation matrix R(t) is defined
by

R(t)= 0 e

0

0

0

0

0
+l (co&+u2)t

e

(31)

In the rotating-wave picture, Eqs. (29) can be written as

S~'(t)= &(t, lz. )+ g C~', (t)&y, lz. ) e '.
,

By substituting Eqs. (29) into (4) one can write down
the time evolution operator U(t;tp) in analytic form and
thus can evaluate all relevant physical quantities, e.g., the
probabilities of finding the system in a certain level, ac-
cordingly. The discussion of the time development can be
greatly simplified in the rotating-wave frame (not RWA)
defined via the transformation
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where the abbreviated notations are defined as

&/pi A. & =&Pp„,„, i
A

&4yi~ &=—&P,k, k, i~
and

CP, z(t) =C),z(t)

(8) feil)E
Cza, 1(tj Cza, 1 (t)e

Cz 3(t) =Cz 3(t)e

and

~a=~am m
1 2

The nonvanishing coefficients Cp 'z (t)'s are

CP'z(t) =C3,z(t)e
~ (&)

The time-evolution propagator U (t;0) in the rotating-
wave picture can thus be written as

U@'~,'(t;0) =[R(t)U(t;0)]p
P

&Ppl~ &&~ 14 &+ g [Cp"', ( )&0 l~ &&~ ib &+[C"', (0)*]&@pl~ &&~ I4, &$

Cpr'r (t)[C'„'r-(0)]*&/~
i Ar&&kr i Pr-& e (33)

Since the derivation above is formally a time-
independent perturbation theory, we can easily find out
that the necessary condition for the GVV theory to be
meaningful is that

and

(38c)

and the 3 X 3 effective Floquet Hamiltonian H 3 is
evaluated only to the first order, namely,

(o) (0)
Eam, , —Ep

(34) H3 ——H3 +H3(0) (1) (39)

where
i Xz '&'s are zeroth-order external-space wave func-

hons and
i p~~, ~, &'s [with (a,m&, mz) can only be

(1,0,0), (2, —1,0), or (3,—1, —1)] are the zeroth-order
model-space wave functions defined in the GVV theory,
see Eqs. (12) and (13).

For the type-I three-level system, Fig. 1(a), the condi-
tion (34) amounts to simple condition

i b,' "/coz
i « 1 (35)

because of the large disparity between the two allowed
transition frequencies (Ez E&) and (Ez —Ez—). For the
type-II three-level system, Fig. 1(b), the condition (34) im-
plies that

and

b (12)
2

(coz co)) b,(——

b (23)
1

(~z —~~)+&z

(36)

(37)

I Coo& = 14Poo&

2, —1,0 2, —1,0

(38a)

(38b)

due to the small difference between (Ez E~ ) and-
(E3 Ez). —

From the above derivations we can easily speculate that
the widely employed RWA approach is equivalent to a
GVV degenerate perturbation theory of the lowest order
under condition (34), i.e., the model-space wave functions
are carried out only to the zeroth order, namely,

where H 3 and H 3' are given in Eqs. (20) and (21). Un-
like the traditional way of transforming the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation, i.e., Eq. (1), into a
rotating-wave frame, i.e., Eq. (30), and neglecting all oscil-
latory parts in the transformed Hamiltonian, we thus have
provided a different viewpoint on the applicability of the
rotating wave app-roximation. The RWA counterparts of
Eqs. (32) and (33) can be obtained by simply replacing Eq.
(19) by Eq. (39) and dropping out terms with coefficients
Cp '&(t) of the first-order correction.

IV. NONLINEAR COHERENT VECTOR DESCRIPTION
OF THREE-LEVEL SYSTEMS
IN BICHROMATIC FIELDS

Elgin' and Hioe and Eberly ' have shown that a clas-
sical vector description of any three-level system in the
presence of laser fields can be obtained based on the eight
generators of the SU(3) group. Hioe and Eberly' further
demonstrated that, within the RWA, the eight-
dimensional coherence vector can be factored into several
independent vectors of smaller dimensions, thus revealing
additional dynamical symmetries, under the following two
conditions: (i) two-photon resonance and the same time-
dependence of field amplitudes, or (ii) equal detunings and
equal couplings. The purpose of this section is to define
specifically the set of eight generators of the SU(3) group
on which our calculations, which are not restricted to the
R 8'3, will be finally based.

We shall adopt the standard form of the SU(3) genera-
tors used by Gell-Mann, namely,
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a—= {2;~i =1,2, . . . ,8), A2(t) = ——[Q)S2(t)—Q2S7(t)],
1

b
(47b)

010 0 —i 0 1 0 0

1

A3(t)= ,' b —{[2Q)+(Q2)]S3(t)—v 3(Q2) S8(t)

+2Q)(Q2) S4(t)I, (47c)

B&(t)=S&(t),

B,(t) =b '[Q,'S, (t) —Q,S,(t)],
0 —1 0
0 0 0

000

100,
000
001

'0
0

i 0
0 0

0 0 B,(t) =b -'[Q,'S, (t)+Q,S,(t)],
B,(t) =b '{Q&Q2S3(t)+ v 3Q,Q,'S, (t)

—[Qi —(Q2) ]S4(t)I,

001
010

0
0

1 0

000, &5——00
100 i 0.
0 0 0

1
0 0 i—
0 i 0

0
(40) and0 1

0 0 —2. C(t) = T~b {V 3(Q2) S3(t)—[2Qf —(Q2) ]Ss(t)

—2v 3Q,Q2S, (t)],
with

In terms of the eight 3X3 matrices in Eq. (40) and the
3&&3 identity matrix I, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) can be
expressed as

(48a)

(48b)

(48c)

(48d)

(49)

3 8

H(t)= —, g E I+ —, g f'J(t)g, ,
a=1 j=1

r

and the density matrix of the system can be written as.
8

P(t) = ,
' I+ , g—S,(—t)g, ,

(41)

where

I J(t)= Tr(HQJ),

and

S,(t) = Tr[p(t)g, ] .

(43)

(44)

Substituting Eqs. (41) and (42) into the Liouville equation

i = [H(t),p(t)]

d
SJ = g fjktI k(t)St (46)

results in an equation of motion for the coherence vector
S(t), namely,

b [Q2+(Q )2]1/2

(50a)

(50c)

B((t)=—

the subvectors A(t), B(t), and C(t), of dimensions three,
four, and one, rotate independently, and their respective
length preserves in the course of the time. Under these
conditions, the analytic expressions for the case of the
constant field amplitudes and field frequencies can be de-
rived easily from the decoupled equations of motion for
subvectors A(t), B(t), and C(t), respectively. Assuming
that (i) the system is in its ground state initially, and (ii)
the initial phases 8~ and 82 of the fields are zero, com-
ponents of A(t), B(t), and C(t) can be written as

2A 6
A

~ (t) = —
2 [1—cos(pt)],

bp
2

2Q
A2(t) = sin(pt), (50b)

bp

4Q1 01
A 3(t)= — [ 1 —cos(pt)] +

p
2 b2

201Qz —sin(gt) ——sin(gt) (51a)
p

where f~kt's are the structure constants associated with the
Gell-Mann —type generators, i.e., Eqs. (40) of the group
SU(3). The length of the coherent vector S(t) is a con-
stant of motion and can be evaluated readily, i.e.,X:—

~

S
~

=2[Tr(pp) ——,
' ].

At exact two-photon resonance condition, i.e.,
61+52——0, within the RWA, while the equation of
motion, Eq. (46), for the coherence vector defined in Eqs.
(40) and (44) cannot be further factored into smaller in-
dependent subvectors, Hioe and Eberly' have shown that
by regrouping the components of S(t) into three subvec-
tors, i.e.,

b
1 — sin(gt)

g2

b
sin(gt)

2Q102 2Q102
B4(t)=, +b2 p~

b2
1 — [1—cos(gt) ]

g2

20102
B2(t)= [cos(gt) —cos(gt) ],

bp

201Q2
B3(T)=-

bpA

(51b)

(51c)

S(t)=A(t)+ B(t)+C(t),
where

A ((t)= —[Q)S)(t)+Q2S6(t)],1

b
(47a)

and

b2
+ 1 — [1 cos(gt)j—
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2(Q,')' —Q',
C(t)=, =—V &3

3b

where

(S2)

b, =b, ]
———b,z&0,

( gz+4b 2)1/2

and

g= —,'(p+&),

r

2 2
b2p2 p2 2Q)h

4Qi
A](t)+

b
+[A,(t)]' =1, (53a)

[A, (t)]'+ [A,(t)]'+[A,(t)]'= , —=K] . (53b)

Yet the vector B(t}engages in a much more complicated
motion defined by the relations

8Q](Q2 )
82(t) +83(t) = [1—cos(pt)], (53c)

b 2p 2

4Q](Q2)8,(t)2+84(t) = 1 — [1 cos(pt)]—

and

4Q](Q2)[8](t)]'+[Bz(t}1'+[83(t)1'+ [84(t)1'=
b

(53d)

It is thus clear that the projection of the trajectory of A(t)
I

Here we note that (i) initial conditions of A(t), B(t), and
C(t) have been integrated into Eqs. (50) via (52), and (ii)
same expressions A](t), Az(t), A3(t), and 8](t) were also
obtained by Brewer and Hahn in their previous studies of
Raman beats and two-photon absorption and emission.
From Eqs. (SO) and (51), and the conservation of the
lengths of vectors A(t) and B(t), we can see that the vec-
tor A(t) pursues a circular motion defined by the rela-
tions

on either the A]-Az, Eq. (53a), or the A]-A3 plane is an
ellipse, whereas projections of the trajectory of B(t) on
82-83 and 8~-84 planes, respectively, are spinning car-
dioid and cycloid characterized by the frequency p. Note
that at the exact two-photon resonance 6& ———A2 ——6, but
b,&0, in the RWA limit, the three quasienergies are 0, g,
and —g associated, respectively, with the quasienergy
states

~

A, ]oo) (or
~

A,3 1 1) depending on Rabi frequen-
cies Q] and Qz, and also on the sign of the detuning b, if
beyond the RWA limit),

~

A, z ]o), and ~)],3 ] ]) (or
~

A, ]00) ). The quantity p is simply the difference between
quasienergies A.z 1 0 and A, ]00 (or A, 3 1 ] ), and is
predominantly of one-photon character. Therefore, we
can see that the subcoherence vector A(t} depicts the
coherence between the quasienergy states

~

A,z 1 0) and
1 ]oo ) (ol

~
13 ] ] ) ), while the vector B(t) describes

the coherences between the rest of two pairs of the
qu»ienergy ~t~te~

I ~2, —1,0) and I~3, —1, —1) («
i ~lao))

and
~

A, ]00) and
~
A3, 1). As pointed out by Hioe and

Eberly, the subvector B(t) can be further decoupled into
two two-dimensional vectors b](t) =(81,82 ) and
bz(t)=(83 84) if the one-photon detunings b, ]——62——0.
With the same initial conditions as those in Eqs. (50) via
(52), one can easily find that, at 6]——b 2

——0,

81(t)=Bz(t)=0, 83(t)=2Q]Qzb sin(bt),

S=(A],A2, A3,8],82,83,84, C)

and A is the antisymmetric 8 X 8 matrix defined by

(55)

84(t) =2Q, Qzb cos(bt) .
In more general cases deviations from either the RWA

limit, or the two-photon resonance condition will modify
the trajectory of the S(t) described by Eqs. (50) via (53)
and thus break the dynamic symmetries embodied in the
independence of the subvectors A, B, and C in the course
of the time. The study of this symmetry-breaking effect
can be facilitated by means of the perturbation scheme. ,
which includes all the first-order corrections beyond the
RWA (Sec. III). Alternatively, one can approach this by
looking into the exact equation of motion for the coherent
vector S in terms of the subvectors A, B, and C:"' =~s (54)

dt
where S is the column vector of dimension eight,

Or, r, ——,'I, 0 —TI7
0 r, ——,'I, —,'r,

0 ——' I —' I

0 1——,I 5

0

0 1——I j

0

——,I 2

~r -r
8 2 3

0

~r -r
v3

2 I5
2

j. v3——I") — I 52 2

0 0
0

(56)
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with coefficients

I ](t)=(2/b)(b +Q] cos(2Q3]t)+(Qz) cos(2Q32t)+(Q]Q2+Q']Q2) [cos[(co] c—o2)t]+ cos[(co]+r&32)t] I },
I 2(t) =(2/b) I Q] sin(2']t) —(Q2) sin(2c&]2t)+(Q]Q2+Q]Q2) sin[(]33] r&32—)t]+(Q]Q2 —Q']Q2) sin[(ro]+r&32)t] I,
rs(t) =b [—b b, ]+(Q2) (b, ]+62)],
I 4(t) =0,
I 5(t) =(2/b )(Q]Qz[cos(2r&3]t) —2 cos(2c&]2t)]+(Q2Q2 —Q]Q'] ) Icos[(co] r&3—z)t]+cos[( ]+ q)t] I },

(57)

and

I 6(t) = —(2/b ) j Q]Qua[sin(2c]]]t)+ sin(2r&3zt)]+ (Q2Q2 —Q]Q] ) sin[(co] —i&]2)t] —(Q2Q2+ Q]Q] ) sin[(c&]]+co2)t]I,
I 7(t) = —(2/b )Q]Q2(b, ]+b 2),

I (t)= ,'b —I bb, ]+[—2Q] —(Q2) ](b,]+62)J .

Here we have presented Eq. (56) in the rotating-wave
frame. It is easy to see that Eqs. (S6) reduce to the three
decoupled equations of the motion derived by Hioe and
Eberly in the case of the exact two-photon resonance, i.e.,
4~+62 ——0, within the RWA. As the non-RWA terms,
which are signified by time-dependent factors and the to-
tal detuning 5]+b,2 in Eqs. (S7), become more significant,
not only the vectors A, B, and C, defined in (47)—(49),
become less independent of each other, but also their evo-
lutions in the course of the time become more complicat-
ed. The dynamical symmetries embodied in the two-
photon resonant three-level system within the RWA can,
therefore, only be at best approximate in nature, and the
underlying richness of the evolution of the system can

10.0
(a)

I

only be understood by going beyond the RWA limit.
While we can achieve this goal by directly solving the
time-dependent coupled equation (54) numerically, it is
far more expedient to employ the time-independent GVV
perturbation theory, i.e., Sec. III, to exploit the intricate
symmetry-breaking effects in the dynamical evolution of

1.0

0.5

C4

0.0
1.0

(bj

5.0
2-10 0.5

CQ

CV

100
100

0.0
1.0

-5.0

~ ~ ~ ~ &

l « «
l
« ~

0.
(b)

0.4

0.5

C4

0.0
0.0 5.0 15.0 20.0

0.3

0.2

0.1

0..0 I « ~ & I « ~ ~ I ~

—10.0 -5.0 0.0
Detuning 6,

FIG. 2. (a) Quasienergies and (b) long time-averaged transi-
tion probabilities P» and P/3 as functions of the detuning 62 at
E2 —E& ——4000.0 (arbitrary units), E3 —E2 ——50.0, 6& ——5.0, and
Q~ ——Q~ ——A2 ——Q2 ——2.0 of the type-I three-level system.

TlIXl8
FIG. 3. Time-dependent transition probabilities (a) P»(t), (b)

P»(t), and (c) P&3(t) for the type-I cascade three-level system at
(E2 —E) ) =4000.0, (E3—Ep) =50.0, 6)———h2 ——5.0, and
Q~ ——Q~ ——Q2 ——Qq ——2.0. Two time periods characterizing the
population oscillations are defined in terms of reciprocals of the
differences between the quasienergies A, &oo and k2 ~ o, and A, ~oo
and A, 3 ~ ~, i.e., the one-photon Aopping period T» ——2m/

and the two-photon Aopping period T,3 2'/——
~

&( ]QQ A 3, ] ] ~

. In the RWA calculations, dotted curves,
T'~2 ' ——0.8322 and T~3

' ——4.9283, while in the GVV(3, 1)
calculations, solid curves, T» ——0.8362 and T&3 ——4.8866. Time
development of the first four two-photon flopping periods is
shown in this case.
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TABLE I. Comparison of the quasienergy calculations for the cascade three-level system [type I,
Fig. 1(a)] at exact two-photon resonance condition. Parameters used are Et=0, Ez —E~ ——4000.0,
E3 E2 —50.0, 4I ———h2 ——5.0, and QI ——AI ——02——A2 ——2.0 (arbitrary units).

Exact [2,2]

—1.2668
6.2477
0.0190

Exact [1,1]

—1.2667
6.2477
0.0191

GVV(3, 1)

—1.2667
6.2477
0.0191

RWA

—1.2749
6.2749
0.0

the coherent vector.
The expectation value of an arbitrary physical operator

0 can be evaluated via the definition

(0)=(%(t)
i
0

i
'l(t)) =Tr[P(t)O] . (58)

Here the density-matrix operator p(t), in the rotating-
wave frame,

P(t) = U '"'(t '0)p(0)[U '"'(t;0)] (59)

is expressed in terms of the evolution propagator
U' '(t;0), defined in Eq. (33), and the initial-state density
matrix p(0) of the three-level system. The analytic expres-
sions for components of A, B, and C can thus be derived

by employing Eqs. (59), (44), and (47)—(49).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section we shall present the results for the fol-
lowing three different cases: (1) (E2 Ei ) »(E3—Ei, ),
Q& ——Q2 ——QI ——Qz, and 6I ———A2 ——6, corresponding to a

two-photon resonance case of the type-I three-level sys-
tem, Fig. 1(a); (2)

~

(E2 —Ei)—(E3 E2)
~

&—&(Ez —Ei)
and (E3—Ez), Qi ——Q'i&Q2 ——Q2, and b, i

———b,2 ——b„a
two-photon resonance case of the type-II three-level sys-
tem, Fig. 1(b); and finally (3)

~
(E2 Ei)——(E3 E2)

~

«(E2 Ei) and (E3 E2) Qi Q2 Qi
hi& —bq, a nonresonance case of the type-II three-level
system, Fig. 1(b). In all these cases we shall assume that
(i) the initial phases 8i and 8z of the laser fields are zero;
(ii) the system is initially in its ground level, i.e., level 1;
aild (iii)

~ bi
~

&&(Ep Ei) aild
~

—b,2 ~
&&(E3—E2). Thus

the R%A two-photon resonance processes are the dom-
inant channel responsible for the dynamics of the system
in the presence of two laser fields. In the results to be
presented in this section we shall also show the influence
of various symmetry-breaking mechanisms, namely, the
two-photon off resonance and the non R8'A terms, o-n the
dynamic symmetries inherited from the assumption of the
exact two-photon resonance in the RWA limit. Calcula-
tions made by solving numerically the (converged) Floquet
eigenvalue equation, i.e., Eq. (6) will be denoted as exact

1.0
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FICy. 4. Components of the subvector A(t), i.e., (a) & I(t), (b)

A2(t), and (c) A3(t), as functions of time t. Parameters same as

shown in Fig. 3.

Time t
FIG. 5. Components of the subvector B(t), i.e., (a) B~(t), (b)

B2(t), (c) B3(t), as functions of time t. Parameters same as

shown in Fig. 3.
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AI(t)

FIG. 6. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector A{t) on
the A~-A2 plane for the same duration as shown in Fig. 4. (a)
GVV(3, 1) results and (b) RWA results.

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ ~ t ~ ~ i ~
—1.

—1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

B~(t)
FIG. 8. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector B(t) on

the B2-B3 plane for the same case and time duration as shown
in Fig. 5. (a) GVV(3, 1) results and (b) RWA results.

0.5

—0.5

—1.0
—1.0

1.0

—0.5 0.0
B,(t)

0.5 1.0

[N~, N2] where N~ and Nz indicate the Floquet Hamil-
tonian, Eq. (7), is a truncated matrix comprising photon
blocks Nl, X~ —1, . . . , —X& from the first laser field and
photon blocks N2, N2 —I, . . . , N2 from th—e second
field. Calculations using the CxVV perturbation theory
will be denoted by GVV(3, 1) with the notation (3,1) mean-
ing that the eigenvalues are carried out to the third order,
i.e., Eq. (19), and the model-space wave function to the
first order, i.e., Eqs. (18). The RWA results, which are
equivalent to a GVV(1,0) calculation are simply denoted
as RWA. Arbitrary units shall be used and all results in
the following are to be presented in the rotating-wave
frame.

0.5

0.0

—0.5

—1.0
1.0—0.5 0.5—1.0 0.0

B,(t)
FIG. 7. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector B(t) on

the B~-B4 plane for the same case and time duration as shown

in Fig. 5. (a) GVV(3, 1) results and (b) RWA results.

A. Type-I three-level system
at exact two-photon resonance

Here we specifically choose that E2 —E& ——4000.0,
E3 —E2 ——50.0, 6l ——h2 ———5.0, and Q; =0,'- =2.0 with
i=1,2. In Table I we tabulate the quasienergies, A, &QQ,

l 0 and A, 3 & l, of various versions of calculations.
It is found that for this case the exact results converge at
photon blocks [2,2]. The GVV(3, 1) results agree very well
with the exact ones, while the RWA ones deviate slightly.
The quasienergies and the long time-averaged transition
probabilities P~2 and P&3, Eq. (lib), as functions of the
detuning 52, at otherwise the same parameters as specified
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FIG. 16. Components of the subvector B(t), i.e., (a) B&(t), (b)

B2(t), (c) B3(t), and {d) B4(t), as functions of time t for the
same case and time duration as described in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 18. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector B(t) on

the B1-B4 plane for the same case and time duration as shown
in Fig. 16. (a) GVV(3, 1) results and (b) RWA results.
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and B(t) are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The projections of
the coherence vector S(t), of the GVV(3, 1) calculation, on
the A &-12, B&-B4, and B2-B3 plane exhibit roughly simi-
lar geometrical patterns as shown in Figs. 6(a), 7(a), and
8(a). However, the deviations of these projections from
the corresponding RWA patterns are rather large in this
case (not shown). These differences are also manifested in
the time dependence of the lengths of the three subvectors
A(t), B(t), and C(t), see Fig. 13. In this case it is found
that the coupling between A(t) and B(t) is stronger than
that between either of A(t) and B(t) with C(t)
Nevertheless the length of the S(t), i.e., K, remains con-
stant at —,. We should remark that had we chosen
Q~Q& ——Q2Q2, the couplings amongst the subvectors A(t),
B(t), and C(t) would have been approximately zero in this
case, although the subvectors A(t) and B(t) would behave
quite differently from what the RWA has projected, cf.
Eqs. (57).

—0.5

—05
0 .I t I I I l t I j I I

—1.
—1.0 0.0 0.5 'I.O

A, (t)
FIG. 17. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector A(t) on

the A I-A2 plane for the same case and time duration as shown
in Fig. 15. (a) GVV{3,1) results and {b) RWA results.

C. Type-II three-level system
at nearly two-photon resonance

In this case we set (E2 E, ) =4000 0, (E3——E2).
=4020.0 6]=2.0~ A2= —1.8 Q( =A] = 1.0 and
Q2 ——Qz ——1.0. Here we have purposely made the products
Q~Q'~ and QzQz equal so that couplings amongst A(t),
B(t), and C(t) and the symmetry-breaking effects are
predominantly caused by the unequal detunings
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FIG. 19. Projection of the trajectory of the subvector B(t) on

the 82-83 plane for the same case and time duration as shown
in Fig. 16. (a) GVV(3, 1) results and (b) RWA results.

6&&—b, z, or b, &+hz&0. Table III reports the quasiener-
gies, for this case, of the exact GVV(3, 1) and the RWA
calculations, respectively. The GVV(3, 1)'s do agree with
the converged exact [2,3] calculations, while the RWA's
are a little bit off the exact ones. Figures 14 show the
GVV(3, 1) results, solid curves, and the RWA's, dotted
curves, for the time-dependent transition probabilities
P&&(t), P&2(t), and P~3(t). The characteristic periods for
the former are T&3 ——8.7254 and T&z

——1.8977, while for
the latter T($ '= 8.1257 and T($ '= 1.8381. The
small fluctuation structures riding on the GVV(3, 1) pro-
files are due to the non-RWA transition channels which
still play roles within each subvector A(t) and B(t).

In Figs. 15 and 16 we present the components of the
subvectors A(t) and B(t) as functions of time. The RWA
projection of the S(t} on the A~-Az plane, Fig. 17(b),
shows that the two-photon resonance ellipse, e.g., Fig.
6(b), can no longer hold. It advances back and forth in
varying radius, although it is still very much confined to a
small area. The GVV(3, 1) correspondence of this illus-
trates the complication caused by the non-RWA transi-
tion channels. Figures 18(b) and 19(b) are projections of
the RWA coherence vectors on the B&-84 and the B2 B3
planes. The more symmetrical patterns of their two-
photon resonance counterparts, e.g., Figs. 7(b) and 8(b),
are somehow distorted in the case of non-two-photon res-
onance. Figures 18(a) and 19(a) depict the same projec-
tions from the GVV(3, 1) calculations but exhibit very dif-

FIG. 20. The length squares of the subvectors (a)

K] =
l
A(t) l, (h} K2 ——

l
B(t) l, and (c) E3 ——

l
C(t}l, and of

the total coherence vector, K=
l
S(t)

l

= —,, as functions of
time t for the same case as described in Fig. 14. Solid curves,
GVV(3, 1) results and dotted curves, RWA results.

ferent geometrical patterns. Finally, in Fig. 20 we show
the dependence of the length of each of the subvectors
A(t), B(t), and C(t). It is apparent that the couplings
amongst them, because of the nonvanishing quantity
&~+A.2, are quite strong. Equations (55)—(57) indicate
that these three subvectors are coupled mainly via the fac-
tor 17 of Eq. (57). It is also interesting to see that the
small fluctuation structures appearing in Figs. 14—19 do
not show up at all even on the GVV(3, 1) calculations in
Fig. 20. This can be attributed to the fact that the cou-
pling coefficient I 7 is time independent.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper that the study of the
SU(3) dynamical evolution as well as symmetry-breaking
phenomena in three-levels systems driven by strong bi-
chromatic fields can be greatly facilitated by the use of
the MMFT and expressed in terms of a few time-
independent quasienergy eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Furthermore, we have performed an analytical treatment
of the two-mode Floquet Hamiltonian by extending the
GVV nearly degenerate perturbation theory. This reduces
the infinite-dimensional time-independent Floquet Hamil-
tonian into a 3&&3 effective Hamiltonian, from which
analytical properties of the SU(3) coherent vector can be
readily obtained. The combination of the MMFT. and the
GVV method thus yield a practical and powerful nonper-
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turbative analytical technique for the exploration of the
dynamical evolution. The method is applied to the first
detailed pictorial study of the time evolution of the eight-
dimensional SU(3) coherent vector in cascade three-level
systems near two-photon resonance induced by two
strong, linearly polarized monochromatic fields.

We are currently extending the method to incorporate
the effects of damping mechanisms as well as multipho-
ton resonances. Results will be published elsewhere.
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